e biomechanical behaviour of the periodontal ligament (PDL) is still not well understood although this topic has been studied for almost 100 years. is study reports on clinical and mathematical studies to determine the constitutive law of the PDL. A set of mechanical parameters of the tooth-PDL system is obtained, and a new method for the evaluation of these parameters from the free response of the tooth is introduced. is response is produced by repeated impacts applied to the gingival tissue in the apical part of the tooth investigated-with the aid of a Periotest exciter. A Doppler ultrasound probe is utilized to determine the response of the tooth-PDL system. e parameters evaluated from these measurements can be considered as the elastometric properties of the dental system investigated. A modal analysis/system identification method is utilized to estimate these parameters. e investigations are carried out for different teeth abutments, both with and without a dental bridge/fixed partial prosthesis (FPP).
Introduction
e periodontal ligament (PDL) system connects the tooth with the alveolar bone [1] . It supports the tooth in contact with compressive masticatory forces. A proper, healthy tooth-PDL tissue system will result in a normal mobility and in a good support of the tooth. However, in time, this system may be affected by periodontal diseases, which induce changes in the tooth mobility, with consequences on the well-being of the patient.
is tooth mobility is an important parameter that has to be evaluated for the current medical practice, as well as for scientific investigations. It is strongly correlated with the mechanical properties of the tooth-PDL tissue system. Its biomechanical behaviour is still not well understood although this topic has been studied for almost 100 years [2] [3] [4] [5] . Several devices and methods have been therefore introduced in order to provide quantitative measurements regarding the tooth mobility; they are an alternative to purely empirical tests. One of these devices is the Periotest [6, 7] . is device, which is used in this research as well, applies a series of small mechanical collisions on the tooth and measures the impact pressure on the tooth expressed as an integer score, intuitively defined, with a range between −8 and 50. Another device is the Osstell ISQ [8, 9] , based on vibrating the tooth at its resonance frequency. Other devices, for example, based on the piezoelectric actuators, are in development, for adjustable testing regimes on the tooth [10] .
ese methods are based on the investigation of the function of the frequency response to a harmonic excitation [11] .
e resulting vibrations of the tooth are measured using the laser Doppler vibrometry [12, 13] . is method of the function of frequency response is adequate for dental implants, as well as for in vitro investigations [14] [15] [16] . In all such investigations, a mechanical system with a single degree of freedom (DOF) has been considered; therefore, a single damped oscillator has been used.
is approach has the advantage of the simplicity of the mathematical model involved, but it lacks accuracy in modeling precisely the physical phenomenon.
erefore, other investigation methods have also been developed, in which more complex and thus more accurate mechanical models are utilized, with two [17] or four DOFs [18] [19] [20] . e latter are taking into account the tooth mass, the head mass, and the mandibular and the maxillary tooth mass.
As it has been considered that these models are still not able to explain the different motions of the tooth in the alveolar bone which are due to the PDL system, continuous mechanical models of the tooth-PDL system have been further developed. ese studies have been focused on two main directions: (i) Finite element methods (FEMs) are used in order to calculate the different eigenfrequencies of the tooth, considered as an elastic solid [21, 22] . However, these eigenfrequencies cannot be used for practical investigations of the tooth mobility because they are strongly dependent on the links that the tooth has with the gingiva and with the jaw bone. (ii) Rheological models of the periodontal tissue [23, 24] have developed more precise nonlinear systems [24] , as well as isotropic hyperelastic constitutive models [25, 26] . eir main drawback is the difficulty to perform accurate in vivo experiments in order to identify the values of the parameters that describe the rheologic models because it is difficult to make precise and reproductive rheological measurements with small devices and in a noninvasive way [27] .
Taking into account the aspects above, we have chosen in the present study not a continuous mechanical model, but the method of the impact response of the tooth with multiple DOFs in order to fulfill the aim of this work, i.e., to provide a more accurate, but also a clinically applicable information on the elastic properties of the tooth-PDL tissue. is evaluation is useful for a better understanding of the properties of the periodontal system considered in it entirely, with the remark that the useful number of DOFs that are relevant is a subject of an evaluation as well. e aim of this assessment of the tooth mobility is to offer both researchers and clinicians an indication of the state of health of the PDL system of the patient.
Another important aspect that has to be investigated is the PDL system for the teeth abutments under dental bridges/fixed partial prostheses (FPPs) . No evaluations have been performed for such systems until now, to our knowledge, because the abutments and the FPP are difficult to be investigated separately. We thus consider in the first step of this study different individual teeth, and in the second step, the dental bridge/FPP system which unites such teeth.
For simplicity, to demonstrate the validity of the investigation method proposed, two teeth separated by a missing one are considered, and then the FPP which unites them.
We have to point out in this respect that by using the Periotest system, only the mobility of a single tooth can be evaluated. ere are no records, to our knowledge, about a mobility evaluation method for teeth placed under a bridge, due to the fact that the behaviour of the teeth is different when they are connected. Imagistic methods like radiography or periodontal probing are also useless in this case. e method to be developed is intended to be utilized for such a specific situation, when it is important to monitor (or to evaluate) the mobility of a tooth under a prosthetic construct without taking out that bridge. e scope is to be able to predict the possibility to change the bridge with a new one on the same teeth and also to determine if it is recommended to extract one or some of the teeth involved before taking out the old bridge.
e methodology of this study is to introduce a set of mechanical parameters using the modal analysis method, with a model with several DOFs. A nonperturbative measurement method, based on the impact response of the tooth, is further discussed for the estimation of these parameters.
eir usefulness, the efficiency of the related measuring method to assess the mobility of the teeth affected by periodontal diseases, and the effects of the FPP are finally investigated.
In the remaining of this paper, the mechanical models of the PDL system are discussed in Section 2, while the measuring device and method are described in Section 3.
e signal processing is pointed out in Section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental results, while Section 6 discusses them and extracts rules-of-thumb for such a multiparametric analysis. Section 7 presents the conclusions of the study and directions of future work.
Mechanical Models of the Tooth-Periodontal
Ligament (PDL) Tissue System e tooth-PDL tissue system represents a continuous deformable solid, with distributed mass, damping, and elasticity. As pointed out above, there are two ways to describe the properties of this deformable solid, each with a corresponding set of parameters which expresses the physical properties of the system investigated: with more precise rheological models or with a simplified description of these properties with discrete mechanical models with n DOFs. is latter type of investigation which we utilize in this study is employed in the modal analysis of vibrating systems or in mechanical systems identification [28, 29] .
An advantage of such discrete dynamical models is the fact that the free response of the tooth presents one to several damped harmonic components, corresponding to the one or several DOFs of the system. For this reason, we present in this study first the simple model, with a single DOF, but finally focus on the model with multiple DOFs, to model more precisely the physical phenomenon.
(i) e classical one-dimensional (1D) vibrational system with viscous damping consists of a mass m, an elastic element with an elastic constant k, and a damper characterized by a constant c (Figure 1 ). e system can be subjected to an excitation force F(t). e classical equation of motion of the mass m is
where x(t) is the instantaneous position of the vibrating mass, v(t) � _ x(t) is its speed, and
If an impact is applied to the mass in the absence of the excitation force (i.e., F � 0) and for the case of an oscillatory regime (i.e., for c 2 < 4km), the free response of the system can be written in the real or complex form as
where A, ϕ 0 , and c 1,2 are the integration constants. e parameters of the damped vibrations are the eigenangular frequency ω n , the reduced angular frequency p, and the damping factor ξ:
as well as the complex pair of eigenvalues
where i � �� � −1 √ is the imaginary unit. If one is satisfied with less precise measurements, the free response of the tooth at an impulse excitation may be presented in the form of a damped vibration, Equation (2) , which can be characterized by measuring the instantaneous position x, the speed v, or the acceleration a of a point of the tooth. e other two functions can be determined from the one that is measured.
One may see that the properties of the tooth-PDL tissue system can be expressed by different pairs of parameters: (ξ, p), (ξ, ω n ), or (c, k). ey all can be a measure of the integrity (i.e., of the health state) of the tooth-PDL systems and can thus be added to the score parameter measured with the Periotest device in order to improve the evaluation of such systems.
(ii) To achieve more accurate measurements, the impact response (the "free response") of the tooth has to contain several components; therefore, a model with n DOFs has to be used. Specifically, if we consider that the tooth is a free rigid body, it has six DOFs corresponding to its six possible independent motions: three translations of the center of mass along the axes (x, y, z) and three rotations around these axes, characterized by the angles (α, β, c) ( Figure 2 ). Actually, because the tooth is an elastic deformable solid, additional motions exist as a result of its flexural and torsional motions; these motions have been investigated by using FEM on simplified models [21, 22] .
On the contrary, the tooth is also subjected to constraints that actually reduce its possible motions and its number of DOF. For example, translations on the x-axis and y-axis, as well as c rotations (i.e., with regard to the z-axis) are intuitively not possible.
e three remaining movements should be possible-with certain parameters. e discussion on these aspects is completed in Section 6.
is brief analysis shows that one should describe the tooth-PDL system as a linear, coupled vibrating system with n DOFs-where a probable useful value, as pointed out above, is n which equals 3 and with viscous damping. It is characterized, in a generalization of the discussion on the model (i), by a classical system of second-order differential equations:
where q � q(t) is the n-dimensional column matrix of the generalized coordinates; F { } � F(t) { } is the n-dimensional column matrix of the excitation forces; [m] represents the n × n-dimensional matrix of inertia (in our case a diagonal matrix, which contains the masses and the moments of inertia); [c] is the damping n × n symmetric matrix; and [k] is the stiffness matrix, which is also n × n symmetric. e symmetry of these matrices results from the action-reaction principle.
System (5), which represents n-coupled oscillations is therefore expressed as follows:
. . . 
. . .
In the absence of the excitation force, Equation (5) becomes
Its solution gives the free response (i.e., the response to a Dirac impulse) of the system:
where a μ , μ � 1, ..., n are the complex quantities. Equation (5) gives n solutions for the n complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues λ μ and eigenvectors a μ , where μ � 1, ..., n. ese eigenvalues and eigenvectors are the solutions of the matrix equation:
e eigenvalues λ μ are characterized by n complex conjugate pairs because, similar to the model (i),
It is well-known that the free response can be written as a combination:
where the pairs (A μ , ϕ μ ) or (c μ , d μ ) represent the integration constants.
e superposition of the free responses of the n-independent damped oscillations (Equation (10)) with motion equations given by Equation (9) and characterized by the same eigenvalues λ μ finally produces the following:
where X μ are the modal coordinates and M μ , C μ , andK μ represent the modal mass, the modal damping coefficient, and the modal elastic constant, respectively. Finally, the mechanical parameters of the free ndimensional vibrating system can be expressed in three different ways: using the damping factors and the pseudoangular frequencies ξ μ , p μ , μ � 1, ..., n; using the modal parameters M μ , C μ , K μ ; or using the damping factors and the natural angular frequencies ξ μ , ω nμ , the latter equivalent to ξ ] , p ] . ese parameters are defined for each of the n DOFs, similar with the definitions for a single DOF given by Equation (3).
The Measuring Device and Method
In order to measure experimentally the elastic parameters
.., n of the tooth-periodontal tissue system defined in the previous section, we introduce a method for measuring the free response of this periodontal system. To achieve this, we utilize a repetitive impact exciter represented by a Periotest device in order to periodically apply short impulses normal to the crown region of the teeth, as shown in Figure 3 . e PDL is a complex structure which consists of fiber bundles, fluids, cells, and vessels; it displays a time-dependant and force-dependant, nonlinear behaviour. e force/velocity regime of a clinical situation is typically low to medium speed, high force, but in the present study, we chose an experimental protocol which is common for the Periotest, i.e., with a higher speed and a lower force, in order to provide a significant response from the tooth.
e mass of the excitation head of the Periotest device is m � 8 g and the time of impact is τ � 0.1 to 0.2 ms, with a repetition frequency of 4 Hz. All these parameters are also common for such tests. In order to insert the Doppler system in the same position when the measurements are done, we used a plastic individual dental guard extended in the investigation zones (i.e., in the apical regions) with a 5 mm support channel.
e free response of the tooth to the impacts was recorded with a Doppler ultrasound sensor-type Mini Dopplex D900 (Huntleigh Healthcare Inc., Cardiff, UK), applied to the apical area of the tooth investigated. is analog device measures the instantaneous speed of the tooth (Figure 4) , with an analog voltage as the output signal. An advantage of this measuring method is that the Doppler ultrasound device does not interact mechanically with the tooth-PDL system; the measuring method is thus a contactless one. e analog output signal from the Doppler ultrasound sensor is introduced in a PC with a professional sound card-type Creative AUDIGY 2 which operates on 16 bits with a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz.
Signal Processing and Identification Procedure: The Prony Series Method
We consider the system as a linear vibrational one with viscous damping and n degrees of freedom. Its impact response measured in a point can be written classically as the linear combination of 2n terms of complex argument exponentials:
e modal analysis/structural dynamics provides a series of methods (in time or in the frequency domain) that are able to extract the relevant information concerning the properties of the physical system from the experimental results [28, 29] . In the presence of noise or of a reduced number of measured values, nonparametric methods like the autoregressive or the minimum variance method have to be utilized [27, 30] . In this study, we utilize the Prony series method because of its capability to provide accurate results from the free response. In comparison to other methods, it also has the advantage that it does not require a response signal with numerous precision points. e algorithm of this Prony series method is presented in the following part of this section [31] .
e function x(t) is the impulse response signal of the system, which represents the acceleration, the speed, or the instantaneous position measured in a point of the system. We consider that the recorded signal is sampled with a sampling frequency ] s in accord with Shannon's theorem; thus, the sampling frequency obeys the condition ] s ≥ 2] max , where ] max represents the maximum frequency of the signal. e sampling frequency is given by Δt � 1/] s . e sampled signal represents the signal at the discrete equidistant moments of time t k � kΔt:
where N represents the number of points in which the signal is recorded. e recorded response given by Equation (12) can then be expressed in the sampled form:
where λ ] are unknown complex conjugate quantities, depending on the damping factors and on the pseudoangular frequencies defined for each DOF similar to Equation (9) . e first step in order to obtain λ μ is to built the overdetermined system of equations [32, 33] : 
which can be written in the formal form [X] s { } � − x { }, where [X] is a m × 2n matrix, {s} is a 2n × 1 column matrix, and {x} is a m × 1 matrix (where m ≥ 2n). is represents, if m > 2n, an overdetermined system of equations. e solution s { } of this system will be found by using the method of the least squares:
where (. . .) ′ represents the transpose matrix and (. . .) −1 is the inverse matrix operation.
As a second step, with the aid of the solution x { } � s 1 , s 2 , ..., s 2n , a 2n-degree algebraic equation can be built:
which has its solutions dependent on the modal parameters λ ] :
e modal parameters finally are obtained as a set of n pairs of complex numbers:
e modal damping factor ξ μ and the pseudoangular frequency p μ will therefore be the absolute values of
where μ � 1, ..., n. From Equation (3), it is possible to obtain the rest of the modal parameters.
Experimental Results
In order to study and validate the method, the investigations are carried out in two clinical situations of interest to the practitians. In each of them, the same tooth (i.e., the first right mandibular molar 46) was absent and three metal-ceramic FPPs were made. We have used Ni-Cr Wiron 99 (BEGO, USA) for this prosthesis for the metallic infrastructure. Its thermal dilatation coefficient is 13.8 × 10 −6 K −1 for the 25-500°C temperature interval. IPS d.Sign (Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Principality of Liechtenstein) ceramic layers were deposed on the metallic infrastructures.
e mobility of the periodontal system was evaluated before and after the insertion of the metal-ceramic FPPs in the oral cavities for all the clinical cases considered.
e Doppler response to the Periotest excitation, measured with the Doppler ultrasound sensor-as described in Section 3-is represented by a series of equidistant strongly damped oscillations separated by Δt � 25 ms (Figure 4 ).
ey were recorded on a computer in wav format with a 16 bits precision and a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz (Section 3). e impulse response of a tooth (abutment) was extracted from the wav files using the Cool Edit Pro 2.0 audio processing software (Syntrillium Software, Informer Technologies, Inc.). In order to ensure the same level of the signal, the normalised function included in the software was used.
e signal was processed using Visual Sound Instrument (Version 3.2) from heliso.tripod and Auto Signal 6.0 trial edition (Seasolve Software). An accurate damped response was selected for each case from the series of impulses.
In the second clinical case, three units of metal-ceramic FPPs were inserted in the oral cavity. e investigations were performed after preparing the abutments and after the FPP insertion.
In Figure 5 , the responses for the abutment 45 and for the abutment 47 are presented, in the case of the blunt: 5(a) without and 5(b) with the bridge. ese sequences were utilized to identify the characteristic mechanical parameters. From these sequences, it can be remarked that the signal presents two domains with different forms. e first part (i.e., the 0-2 ms interval) contains the response of the tooth (abutment) during the impact period between the Periotest hammer and the tooth (abutment), followed by the true free response. For the accurate identification of the mechanical parameters from the measured free response, the sequence which contains the interaction between the Periotest impact and the tooth (abutment) had to be eliminated. e remaining part was utilized for the identification procedure with the aid of the Prony series method.
For an accurate application of this method, it is important to know the number n of the DOF identified for the system (Equation (15)). is number n is determined from the number of peaks that appear in the Fourier spectrum of the signal.
Once n is established, the Prony series method is utilized to determine the reduced eigenangulars p μ and the damping factors ξ μ , where μ � 1, ..., n. Each corresponding reduced eigenfrequency is
e modal elastic constant and the damping constant are therefore given as follows:
(22)
As an option, the density of the elastic constant and of the damping constant can also be defined as the elastic and as the damping constant on the unity of modal mass: Journal of Healthcare Engineering
In Tables 1 and 2 , the parameters estimated for the abutments 45 and 47, respectively, are presented-for the corresponding records obtained without and with the dental bridge/fixed partial prostheses (FPPs). A clear change of these modal parameters can be remarked; therefore, they can be considered in order to investigate the mobility of the teeth affected by the periodontal diseases [34] , as well as the influence of the FPP on this mobility.
Discussion
e results in Tables 1 and 2 allow for drawing a series of conclusions regarding the tooth-PDL system: (i) ree DOFs can be identified in Tables 1 and 2 -by using the analysis in Figures 4 and 5-out of the six possible DOFs of the tooth marked in Figure 2 . us, a confirmation of the initial discussion on the useful number of DOF to be considered-as made with regard to Figure 2 -is made. ese DOFs refer to both abutments, when considered individually (i.e., without an FPP), and also after the FPP has been installed. (ii) From the amplitudes A μ and from the damping factors ξ μ of these three movements, the active DOFs can be clearly identified:
(a) e β oscillation (rotation with regard to the yaxis, Figure 2 ) corresponds to the movement with the highest amplitude, as this is the most important movement that the periodontal tissue allows for and as it is in the direction of the impact produced on the tooth (Figure 3) . erefore, in Table 1 , for the blunt 45 without an FPP, the y-axis oscillatory rotation corresponds to the movement (1), while with an FPP, it corresponds to the movement (2). In Table 2 , for the blunt 47 without an FPP, the y-axis oscillation corresponds to the movement (2), while with an FPP, it corresponds to the movement (1). (b) e z-axis translation (Figure 2) is the movement with the smallest oscillatory amplitudes A μ and with one of the highest damping factors ξ μ -the latter aspect due to the fact that the rigidity on the z-axis is the highest, as this movement is related to the adaptation to the masticatory forces and thus to the necessary stability of each tooth in the alveole of their gum. In both Tables 1 and 2 , for the blunts 45 and 47 without and with an FPP, this z-axis translation corresponds to the movement (3). (c) e α oscillation (rotation with regard to the x-axis, Figure 2 ) corresponds to the movement which has an amplitude that is in-between the minimum and the maximum values above; as this is the movement, the periodontal tissue still allows for a tooth. erefore, in Table 1 , for the blunt 45 without an FPP, the x-axis oscillatory rotation corresponds to the movement (2), while with an FPP, it corresponds to the movement (1). In Table 2 , for the blunt 47 without an FPP, this oscillation corresponds to the movement (1), while with an FPP, it corresponds to the movement (2).
As it can be seen from the analysis below, from the three movements identified above, it is even enough to use only the first two, i.e., those that are the easiest to point out, as they have the highest and the smallest amplitudes, respectively. e third one may be utilized for a supplemental validation of the conclusions extracted using the previous two.
(iii) By comparing the highest amplitudes A μ of the two blunts (i.e., those corresponding to the y-axis rotation), the blunt 47 has less stronger links to the periodontal tissue, as its oscillations are more significant; therefore, it is a much worst "shape" than the blunt 45 from the point of view of the health of the periodontal tissue. (iv) After the FPP is in place, the amplitudes A μ of the y-axis rotation grow closer for the two teeth: the one of the blunt 45 increases, while the one of the blunt 47 decreases-as the former stabilizes the latter. e same aspect can be concluded/is confirmed from the z-translations, which for the blunt 45 are larger, while for blunt 47 remain approximately constant. (v) e eigenfrequencies υ μ are higher for a healthy periodontal tissue, which acts as a strong spring for the system, and are smaller for an affected periodontal tissue, which acts as a weaker spring. However, such a comparison could be done only between the same blunts of a certain person-in time. In the case of the two blunts considered, i.e., 45 and 47, they are different; thus the configuration of their equivalent system (as considered, simplified, in Figure 1 can make a comparison between the different DOFs but, again, for the same tooth. us, from both tables, the z-axis translation has not only the smallest oscillatory amplitudes A μ , but also the highest eigenfrequencies υ μ . is is also a confirmation of the choice of this DOF; as on the z-axis, Tables 1 and  2 , some of them increase and some decrease after the FPP is placed-with regard to a different DOF. However, by using the composed parameter K μ defined by Equation (22), the analysis can be completed successfully, as one may see that this parameter follows the trend of the eigenfrequencies υ μ -for each blunt and case; therefore, the same conclusions as at points (v) and (vi) can be reached. (ix) A confirmation of the entire analysis made above can be made using the third DOF, i.e., the α oscillation (rotation with regard to the x-axis, Figure 2 ): A μ is again higher for the blunt 47 with regard to the blunt 45; after placing the FPP, it increases for 45 and it decreases for 47, thus reaching a sort of average of the initial values. For υ μ and for K μ , we have already seen that they have the same behaviour as for the other two DOFs. erefore, in performing such an analysis, one may use only two or even one of the DOF considered, while the other(s) can be used to confirm the results obtained-as it has been seen from the above discussion.
As a remark, one can see that similar conclusions can be reached by analysing the modal damping factor ξ μ and the damping constant on the unity of modal mass c μ (the latter in the last column of Tables 1 and 2 ), as these two parameters are proportional (Equations (22) and (23)). erefore, only one of these two parameters is enough to complete the analysis. However, such a simplifying remark cannot be fully made for K μ (in order to completely eliminate it from the analysis) as this parameter is (Equation (22)) a combination of the parameters υ μ and ξ μ . Still, as pointed out in (viii), K μ and υ μ do have the same trend.
In order to make a clinical validation of the results in this study, we did a mobility evaluation of the teeth 45 and 47 with the Periotest (which is dedicated to such an evaluation) and with the Doppler system-before the application of the bridge. e Periotest is thus giving initial information on which tooth is in a good shape and which is in a bad one. e Doppler evaluation made for the same teeth placed under the bridge gave results of the same type, so the two results of the methods, the classical, clinical (but approximate one) and of the more accurate (but more elaborate) method developed in this study confirm each other.
Conclusions
We have introduced a linear mechanical model with several DOFs, consisting of a viscous-damped vibrating system. e model was able to describe the mobility of the tooth-PDL tissue system with or without a dental bridge/FPP, as well as to complete the evaluation of each dental bridge abutment.
For the physical modal parameters of the mechanical model, we have used the modal elastic constants and the modal damping constants k μ and c μ , respectively, where μ � 1, ..., n (where n is the number of DOFs of the system), or the modal reduced frequency and the modal damping factor p μ and ξ μ . ese can be considered the elastometric parameters which characterize the status of the tooth-PDL tissue system [32, 33] , affected in a certain degree by parodonthosis [34] . An experimental method based on the free response analysis was utilized in order to obtain these parameters. Using a Doppler ultrasound sensor placed on the gingiva in the vicinity of the tooth investigated, this method eliminated the interaction between the exciter and the tooth-PDL tissue system. e identification of the modal parameters has been performed using the Prony series method because for other methods a response signal with numerous points would have to be used.
As demonstrated in the examples considered, these parameters can be utilized to analyse and to compare the status of the teeth affected by the periodontal disease and what happens after the FPP is set in place. To complete this analysis, an identification of the most significant DOF/movements of the teeth can be easily made first. As demonstrated, the results of the analysis when considering the different DOF/movement possibilities confirm each other-for both teeth considered, both without and with the FPP. In the latter case, the expected average of the parameters is reached, as the healthier tooth losses some of the quality of the tooth-tissue system, while the less healthier tooth gains some of this quality. e stronger tooth-PDL system thus supports the weaker. In conclusion, the results of the model are in good accordance with the physical phenomena. ese parameters and their analysis can be thus added to the empirical score parameter measured with the Periotest device, which is useful, but provides too little detail on the situation of the health of the tooth-periodontal system.
Future work in our groups includes the study of the variation of these parameters with the repeated application of the impacts, which constitutes the so-called adaptation phenomenon. An optimization of the testing parameters can also be performed, once the study methodology was determined in the present study. Finally, a distinct direction of work refers to applying imaging methods, including noninvasive ones like optical coherence tomography (OCT) in order to evaluate in vivo the health of the periodontal pockets with dedicated handheld scanning probes [35, 36] .
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